
Win the Arab tourists for you!

Arab Traveler Magazine
Magazine for the Arabian Friends of Bavaria

A popular destination for tourists from Arab countries is Munich and Bavaria. Win this exclusive clientele for itself. For Arab 
tourists, Munich is the by far most popular city in Germany. Every year the volume of tourists from the United Arab Emira-
tes, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Oman, Kuwait and Bahrain has risen again. Guests from Arab countries except glamour and ex-
pensive brands love also family trips. Seen in this way, the Arab traveler is magazine ideal for you to achieve this attractive 
target group.

The topics
Lifestyle, luxury and shopping
the guests from the Arab countries, while staying out here daily 
are spending around 1,000.00 EUR.

Dates, events, events
Arab traveler brings the relevant current information for his  
Arabic readers 

Culture, sport, history
History and stories, Bavarian tradition and culture 

Economy and business
Bavarian companies are introduce themselves. Investment  
opportunities, capital, industrial, real estate and and and...

Children and family
What can the Arab guests here in Bavaria enjoy? We present 
destinations for families with children 

Tourist destinations
get out of the city! Excursions, day trips, weekend short 
breaks... What‘s worth to see

Medicine and Health
from the health check up to cosmetic surgery, the Arab reader 
learns all about health in Germany 

Tourism Guide
The Arab readers find  einerseits all important Standort    
information and addresses, such as restaurants, hotels.
Embassies, mosques, emergency numbers, urban transport, etc. 
 

Meet your target group with Arab Traveler Magazine
The glossy magazine Arab traveler is your medium to communicate with your premium customers.
Specifically, the Arab traveler provides all the special needs of Arab tourists. Advertorials or display are ideally  
placed in the Arab traveler, because the magazine is published in Arabic and thus is directly addressing his readers!  
The Arab traveler is the only magazine of its kind in Germany.

We are happy to inform you in detail, how you can present your business perfectly in our magazine and address your  
service to this premium target group. Look forward to huge buying enthusiastic and consumption-oriented customers.

www.arabtravelermagazine.com


